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Name:
Grade:

2010-07-30

Aragón, Jesús

D.O.B:

06

Term/Year: Q3/Q4, 2018

English
David Conde

Jesús's creative writing keeps his attention for long periods of Oral Communication
time and he enjoys using a dictionary to ﬁnd correct spelling and
new words. This opens up opportunities for additional learning.
Writing
His stories are well illustrated, with imaginary animals that he
names and labels. He works carefully and neatly and easily
Reading & Viewing
grasps new language concepts.
Language Structure & Use

*
*
*
*

Afrikaans (FAL)
David Conde

Jesús is keen to learn more Afrikaans vocabulary. He is always
eager to change his reader and works hard at his pronunciation.

Conversation

*

Vocabulary

*

Reading & Viewing

*

isiXhosa (SAL)
Norhan Mohamed

Jesús is always a pleasure to teach. He makes positive
contributions during discussions.

*

Language Structure & Oral

*

Writing

*

Reading & Viewing

Mathematics
David Conde

Patterns & Functions

Jesús extends himself, works abstractly and calculates
proﬁciently. He occasionally uses the equipment to calculate but Data Handling
mostly prefers to complete these abstractly. He attends
geometry presentations with interest and enjoys the activities Space & Shape (Geometry)
immensely.

*
*
*
*

Measurement
Numbers, Operations,
Relationships

*

Work Ethic - Independence
and Responsibility

*

Time Management &
Planning

*

Presentation - Neat and
Precise

*

Oral Presentation

*

Innovation - Problem
Solving

*

Creativity and Imagination

*

World Knowledge
David Conde

Jesús continues to show a keen interest in the content of these
presentations. He grasps the concepts easily and participates
actively in discussion. His decision to make a model wind vane
accessed his detailed thinking around its construction. Jesús
works independently and with purpose ensuring that he
completes his tasks with precision and thoroughness.
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Physical Development
Javier De Diego

Fine Motor Activities

*

Fitness, Health & Nutrition

*

Jesús listens to instructions carefully and participates in
Muscle Tone & Core
activities with accuracy. He enjoys to play with friends and is Strength
often found involved in a good game of football.

*

Hand-Eye-Foot
Coordination

*

Sportsmanship &
Gamesmanship

*

Participation, Involvement
& Enthusiasm

*

Art
Miguel Perez
Jesús demonstrates good observation skills and attention to detail when applying himself to his artwork. He has enjoyed
working in both 2D and 3D over the last two terms.

Music
Carola Ibañez
Jesús continues to show heaps of enthusiasm during lessons and is developing his singing voice and listening skills wonderfully.
Keep up the good work, Jesús.

Social and Emotional Development
David Conde
Jesús continues to show self direction and responsibility. He socialises with older peers and is encouraged to explore a variety of
friendships to aid in communication skills and building of empathy.

Head of School
Sergio De La Calle
A pleasing report, Jesús, describing all your hard work and progress. Enjoy your well deserved summer holiday.

Days Absent:

New Term Starts: Wednesday, 16 January

4 / 42

Tutor
Class Teacher

Sergio De La Calle
Head of School

EXPLANATION OF CODES:

Extended - beyond
required level

Competent - necessary
ability, skill and
knowledge

Striving - Making
great eﬀorts to
achieve mastery

Needs further support

Not yet assessed
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